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Our customer relationships and interactions
are the catalyst for positioning Gael Force as a
supply partner of choice trusted for its knowledge,
expertise, product range and high levels of
customer service. Working in partnership with our
customers helps us leverage higher levels of innovation,
quality improvements and product choices offering more
choice, better products and better value for customers.
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Introduction

Your vision is our mission
In 1983, Stewart Graham first set out to bring better
catching, higher quality and more robust fishing
equipment to fishermen in the Hebrides, Scotland.
His drive to partner with the local fishing community
to develop and manufacture equipment suited to
individual needs, enabled him and his customers
to build lasting, trusted relationships. Stewart’s
dedication in putting his customer’s needs front and
centre of everything he did 36 years ago still guides our
approach to business to this very day.
Today, aquaculture is at the heart of what we do at
Gael Force. From our first involvement in mooring
supply in the 1990s we have grown to become a
globally recognised key supplier to the aquaculture
industry with the full capability to offer highly durable
turnkey solutions for fish farm site installations.
Across our 250+ highly-skilled workforce, our proud
heritage and strong company values are embedded.
Our core values are resolute and are the framework
of all our actions. Our approach to work is consistent
with integrity at its very core.

In business, we value our customer relationships and
strive to deliver a level of service and supply beyond
expectation. Our mission; To be the trusted product and
service supply partner of choice to our customers.
Our passion for delivering high levels of customer
satisfaction is driven by our collaborative approach
with customers which stimulates new thinking around
innovation. This enables us to offer better choices and
added value to meet the needs of our customers.
Through our close working relationships with our
customers we are knowledgeable about the industry,
aware of current issues and future challenges.
Because of this we have the opportunity as well as
the technical capability and capacity to continuously
improve our products and services to meet changing
customer requirements where technologically
intelligent solutions are required to tackle industry
barriers to sustainable growth.
We look forward to partnering with you and becoming
your trusted supply partner of choice.

“We are steadfast in our commitment to helping our aquaculture
customers develop and grow their business sustainably, and we will
do this by continually striving to be your trusted supply partner of choice.
Your vision is our mission.”
Stewart Graham
Group Managing Director
& Founder of Gael Force Group
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For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Mooring
Systems

Our extensive product range covers the many
elements of modern day aquaculture. This is
complemented by a range of services including but not
limited to, supply chain management, workboat repairs,
pontoons and software development.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  www.gaelforcegroup.co.uk
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Mooring Systems
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Our name in the aquaculture sector is synonymous
with resilient mooring systems for pens and barges.
For over 30 years, we have been trusted by customers
globally to design, specify, assemble and manage the
installation of robust multi-node grid systems which have
been proven to stand strong in some of the most extreme
marine environments found in the Northern Hemisphere.
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Mooring Systems

SeaQureFast
SeaQureHold

SeaQureMoor
SeaQureFlex

Secure your investment
Our complete commitment to partner with our customers
to deliver fish pen and feed barge moorings which
meet and exceed technical standards underpins the
development of our aquaculture specific mooring system
SeaQureMoor – an end-to-end system combining
innovative components that will secure your stock and
equipment. Fully equipped with the skills and wide-ranging
knowledge garnered from the aquaculture industry over
30 years, our team of qualified, industry experienced
engineers designed and rigorously tested a system
which is now renowned for rapid deployment, fast set
positioning and reduced wear and maintenance.

SeaQureLine

SeaQureBuoy
SeaQureLink

The complete package
Our depth of skill and knowledge is
complementary to our ability to supply mooring
systems suited to many different environments.
That’s why when our customers partner with
us to supply moorings it’s not just the parts we
supply, it is the consultancy, forces calculations,
intelligent design, specification and strong after
sales service that counts towards the complete
package.
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Aquaculture Mooring Systems

Analysis and design
We custom design mooring
systems to particular customer
requirements, such as location,
sea state and weather
parameters - completing detailed
analysis of maximum loads and
performance requirements.

Assembly
SeaQureMoor is pre-fabricated
and methodically pre-assembled
off-site in a controlled ISO9001
environment meaning that fast
deployment can take place
safely and without difficulty,
with full traceability of tested
components.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

Installation & Servicing
We work closely with dedicated
installation and maintenance
partners who ensure that our
mooring systems are correctly
installed. Maintenance manuals
are provided with each system as
well as ongoing support from our
dedicated moorings team.
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Mooring Systems

SeaQureHold

The SeaQureHold anchor presents a significant
step forward in aquaculture mooring technology,
developed and tested by our highly skilled engineers
to perform optimally in various substrates. Its super
high holding power delivers more holding power than
conventional spade anchors over twice their weight.
The twin shank, twin point fluke design results in
a lighter, stronger construction for a given holding
power with lower handling and lower shipping costs.
It has a faster setting action, reducing seabed
scarring and can rotate and reset under load.

SeaQureLine

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over twice the holding power of conventional spade anchors
used in aquaculture for any given weight.
Improves holding power in soft ground and mud.
Lower weights for holding power offers lower handling costs
due to smaller vessels / cranes being used in deployment.
Improved transport and logistic costs due to lower weights
Very fast setting giving more positional accuracy and
reducing seabed scarring.
Can rotate and reset under off-centre loading.
Appropriate sizing of anchor shackles can be specified
based on holding power, not shank dimensions.
Alternative fluke angles can be provided for super soft or
super hard substrates.

SeaQureLine 3 strand mooring rope has been developed specifically with high cyclic loading, low stretch and high breaking
load characteristics that are required in mooring lines used in aquaculture grid mooring systems. The rope is made from
blended high tenacity UV stabilised polymers to give high break load and high abrasion resistance. SeaQureLine delivers
unmatched performance among comparative ropes.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size
375 / 15T
500 / 20T
750 / 30T
1000 / 40T
1500 / 60T

Indicative Holding Power*
15,000 kg
20,000 kg
30,000 kg
40,000 kg
60,000 kg

A
1738mm
2023mm
2209mm
2503mm
3093mm

D
1696mm
1965mm
2152mm
2418mm
2998mm

Very high breaking strength, high tenacity
composite fibre rope.
High performance to cost ratio.
Torque free, balanced 3 strand construction.
Approx. 25% lighter weight compared to a rope
of equivalent breaking strength making it easier
to handle.
Smaller mooring jewellery can be used.
Excellent abrasion resistance.
UV stabilised, prolonging life.
Does not absorb moisture so easier to handle
when wet.
Low stretch, low snap back characteristics.
High thousand cycle load level (TCLL)
characteristics which are ideal for mooring grid
lines, giving longer life.

Rope Diameter
40mm
48mm
56mm
64mm
72mm
80mm
88mm

MBL
25700 kg
36600 kg
52000 kg
67550 kg
84500 kg
104000 kg
125000 kg

To view a detailed fly-through of the SeaQureMoor system, visit
YouTube.com/TheGaelForceGroup or scan the QR code here.

*Dependent on seabed holding characteristics
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For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Mooring Systems

SeaQureLink

SeaQureLink mooring grid connection node has been
designed by Gael Force’s in-house engineering team
drawing on over 30 years of experience in design and
specification of specialised mooring systems
for aquaculture. SeaQureLink is a maintenance free,
super high strength mooring connection node with
no moving parts. It is proven to be maintenance free
over very long life cycles and is not susceptible to
fatigue inducing flex such as that experienced with
lifting sling based nodes.

SeaQureBuoy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Super high strength connection node tested to
185 tonnes.
No metal to metal connections therefore
dramatically reducing any future maintenance
required.
Inherent system ballast preventing grid floating
upwards and therefore minimising the chance of
ropes being cut by propellers.
Solid, stable and rigid, operating in shear to
known load capacities.
No fatigue inducing flexing as experienced with
a lifting sling based node point.
No potential to suffer from salt ingress into fibre
filaments.
Heat treated, galvanised and epoxy coated.
Reduces the buoyancy requirement compared to
shackle plates.

Designed specifically for the Aquaculture market,
the SeaQureBuoy offers enhanced buoy stability
with increasing buoyancy when under load. Made
from rotationally moulded UV stabilised polyethylene
with an extra heavy wall-thickness of 8mm and filled
with expanded polystyrene foam the heavy duty
SeaQureBuoy also has high tensile pretensioned
lifting chain pre-fitted.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Pear-shaped for improved stability in the water and
progressively increasing buoyancy under load
Rotationally moulded, low density polyethylene
Heavy wall thickness, 8mm Polyethylene shell
Expanded Polystyrene non-water absorbing foam filled
Graded 80, high tensile chain fitted through buoy, designed
for the safe lifting of grid nodes under tension for inspection
Moulded in recess for accommodating marker lights or
beacons
The ability to custom fit any steel fixing bracket to moulded
in steel threaded sockets
Standard 3 metres of chain with master link removing
need for any swivels or shackles below the buoy reducing
maintenance costs and failure risks of shackles
Designed to be fitted to SeaQureLink or Shackle Plate
through SeaQureFast fibre connector eliminating shackles
or swivels between buoy and mooring node leading lower
maintenance costs
Range from 620 litres to 2020 litres.

SeaQureBuoy is available in various sizes.

Specifications
Number of loading areas
Construction material
Grade
Ultimate tensile force (tonnes)
Mass (kg)
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8
Cast steel
BS3100:1991 BT1
185 ton (tested)
66kg

Aquaculture Mooring Systems

Model

Volume (litres)

Weight (kg)

Net Buoyancy (kg) Length (cm)

Diameter (cm)

600+
850
1100
1350
1600
2000

620 ltr
873 ltr
1130 ltr
1380 ltr
1640 ltr
2020 ltr

60 kg
73 kg
95 kg
118 kg
130 kg
180 kg

560 kg
800 kg
1035 kg
1262 kg
1510 kg
1900 kg

120 cm
120 cm
120 cm
120 cm
120 cm
117 x 117 cm

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

127 cm
143 cm
165 cm
188 cm
213 cm
228 cm

Light armature
option
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
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Mooring Systems

HHP Anchors
Designed and manufactured
at our own facilities, the HHP
(High Holding Power) anchor
has proven through time to be
a steadfast choice in mooring
systems for aquaculture. With
a holding power of times
twenty, the HHP is the ideal
choice for use in traditional
soft seabed environments as
the way in which it has been
designed allows it to set firmly
into the seabed and offer
outstanding holding power in
the toughest environments.
Like the SeaQureHold, the HHP
is designed to ‘top and tail’
meaning it is very cost-efficient
to transport. The anchor comes
in a wide range of sizes from
250Kgs through to 3000Kgs.

Mooring Components

Through our decades of experience and knowledge of specifying moorings systems in many sectors, we are well versed in
carefully sourcing the safest and most secure components for application in all types of marine environments.

SeaQureGrip
The SeaQure Grip anchor is an in house engineered design anchoring
solution, designed to hold on solid rock bed and with a far superior holding
power compared to a concrete block. A unique design with load pulling
through the anchor offering excellent counter balance and with the inclusion
of a leading edge grip. The design also allows formation of a chain of
anchors where forces dictate it. Easily built under licences within the local
market transport costs can be significantly reduced.

Shackle Plate

SeaQureShackle

The Gael Force Shackle plate (connection node)
is manufactured from heavy duty galvanised steel
with multiple connection points and ample space
allowing for simple access for all connections. All
holes are drilled to comfortably accommodate the
shackles used in the grid connections, and with the
additional pad eye on top to allow connection of
the SeaQure Buoy. The shackle plate comes as a
fully tested and certified product and is available in
two sizes 100t and 150t.

Manufactured to our exacting standards based
on the G-2130 spec shackle, the superior
SeaQureShackle captures three extra layers
of safety and durability in its design - it comes
internally threaded, is secured with a nut and
includes a metal retaining pin for added strength,
security and peace of mind. Sizes range from
4.75T up to 25T and the shackles come supplied
with test certificate. Manufactured to EN13889
Standard Grade 6.

SeaQureFast

SeaQureFlex

Markers & Lights

Designed to connect with the
SeaQureBuoy or be part of the
SeaQureFlex bridle system. A
specially constructed round,
endless polyester fibre connector
complete with double reinforced
wear sleeves at either crown.

A flexible bridal arrangement
using specially manufactured
high strength grade 80
galvanised chain. 28mm master
link is fitted to allow for either
rope or SeaQureFast fibre
connection to SeaQureLink.

Our capabilities extend to
the specification and supply
of navigation buoys for safe
marking of aquaculture sites
and marker lights for visibility to
passing marine traffic.

For more detailed information why not visit our dedicated Aquaculture website.

www.gaelforceaquaculture.com
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For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Pen Systems
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Our robust and versatile fish farm pens are
manufactured from tough polyethylene in sizes up to
200 metres in circumference, developed with decades of
operator input. Our pens have been successfully installed
in some of the harshest offshore marine environments in the
world and are suitable for a wide range of species including
salmon, bream, bass, tuna, trout and more.
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Pen Systems

Pen Systems
Durability when it
counts
We have developed our range of low maintenance, all
plastic pen systems by drawing on over 30 years of
experience within the global aquaculture industry and
over 60 years of experience in engineered PE plastics
and marine sector through our Group company, Gael
Force Fusion. Our collaborative approach with key
customers continually guides us on new development
initiatives to enhance containment – for us, it’s about
staying in tune with the changing environments
of open pen fish farming and addressing those
challenges head on.

Responsible pen builders
We understand the importance of the
environment to our customers. At the core of
our values we take our responsibility to care
for the environment very seriously. We have
practices and procedures in place to ensure
we minimise the level of plastic waste output
resulting from pen building and encourage and
support the recycling of plastic.
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Pen Systems

Designed to be tough

Wide range of sizes

Evolution at its best

The durable materials of which
our pens are built with, uses
the most advanced, traceable
and quality assured PE jointing
systems to ensure the strongest
possible pens made from
highest quality materials,
designed and tested for very
long life in challenging marine
environments.

Our pen systems range in
circumference size from 35
metres up to 200 metres,
with a number of different
environments, farming methods
and fish species catered for
within the range. Our pens have
featured in many different fish
farming environments across the
world.

Our most recent development,
SeaQurePen 500, takes safety,
stability and strength to the
next level. In creating the
SeaQurePen we have sought to
lower producer costs through
the ability to farm securely at
greater scale in high energy sites
while reducing pen clutter and
increasing system reliability.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Pen Systems
Strengthened
stanchion gusset

160mm Handrail Pipe
Thrust ring handrail
captivation

Optional moulded
bird net pole hole
Safety line
location
Ancilliary equipment
fixing points

SeaQurePen 500

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Available from 120m to 200m in circumference.
Rigorously tested and exceeding in technical and
design standards.
Extremely tough, durable and purpose built for
exposure to high energy environments.
Low in maintenance, long in life. All PE fully
welded 90mm modular decking utilising no
metal connection fixings.
Intelligent and innovative use of space on the
pen to address a number of challenges around
safety and reduce the risk of pen deformation.
Innovatively designed hinged service deck offers
farm operatives safe and easy access to sub
surface utilities and connections.
Robust against impact, whilst flexible against
large waves.

Look out for SeaQurePen 450
coming in 2020! Follow us online

gaelforcegroup.com
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One piece moulded
stanchion design

Tested for the extremes

The SeaQurePen 500 is a system born out of a truly collaborative approach with our customers. During our research and
development we considered multiple locations and farming conditions to guide us on producing a fully integrated system
for high energy sites. What we have delivered is an evolutionary, tough new pen system taken from our deep understanding
of those customer challenges, in-depth research and development techniques and a high level of in-house knowledge.
SeaQurePen reduces pen furniture and related maintenance, and increases reliability which will lower farming costs.

Sinker tube mooring
pointconnection with
recessed connections
and grid cover

• Tested beyond the extremes of operational
loading.
• Specifically designed to meet and exceed the
Scottish Technical Standard for Aquaculture.
• Bridle mooring point in excess of 20T capacity
which was the limit of load testing.
• Exceeds 30T capacity across the flotation ring
locations
• More than 12T capacity on stanchion socket
base
• Boat tie-up point greater than 10T capacity

Heavy duty and robust
HDPE base unit moulding
500mm flotation pipes
90mm fitting for retaining pipes for decking
and safety chain
Moulded boat
fendering

Additional services
duct pipe 110mm

Sinker tube/mooring
dropper - bell-mouthed

Rear tie-off point

SeaQureLift Winch System
The SeaQureLift has been designed for many years reliable service in the
rugged marine environment and is the most robust winch design on the
market today.

A world-leading pen system
• Service distribution provides integrated,
secure, hazard free distribution of power, air and
communications systems around the pen.
• Configurable to suit site requirements
• No messy cables or hoses tied around the pen
• Services and equipment protected from damage
on the pen
• Easy access where services are required.
• Stanchion gusset and rear tie-off points offers
ability to tie, eliminating risk of ropes crossing
over platforms and walkways. Water line tie off for
treatment tarps, lice skirts, small craft
• Integrated base socket for bird net pole offers
customer alternative to net support wheel inside
the pen, thus reducing in-pen furniture

Pen Systems

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Winch design is extremely robust but very compact.
Winch location allows clear, safe access around pen for personnel.
Winch is tested to just under 2 tonnes and rated to 1500kg.
Body of winch is all aluminium alloy hard anodised construction
A common annoyance with competing winches is that ropes jump off. We
have solved this by adding tie rods across winch.
Drum flanges recessed into side plates stops rope jamming.
Easy change rope anchoring system on winch drum – no on-site splicing
or knot tying required.
Emergency stop button on every winch.
Safety interlock to prevent mechanical overloading of winches.
Winches can be exchanged without the need for electrician
Control system can be operated with hand-held wireless controller or from
control panel – selectable to prevent unintentional operation from both
interfaces at the same time.
Inbuilt phase monitoring with interlock ensures correct operation where a
different power supply is used with different phase connections.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Pen Systems

Triton 450

Triton 400

The perfect pen for high energy environments, the Triton 450
system is based on a tried and tested pipe floatation ring of 450mm
diameter covering pen sizes from 100 to 180 metres. Being all
engineered plastic they are extremely low maintenance and very
long life. In higher energy sites Triton 450 provides safety for
people and stock.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pen circumference 100 metres
120 metres
Pen diameter
31.8
38.2
No. of uprights
40
48
Volume per 1m of 796
1146
net depth (1m3)
Pen weight (ton)
12.7 / 14.0
15.2 / 16.7
2 rings / 3 rings
Pen reserve
20.9 / 36.5
24.9 / 43.5
buoyancy (ton)*
2 rings / 3 rings
*Calculations are for seawater conditions.
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Manufactured utilising the security and safety
of Gael Force’s proven three ring system,
normally configured in two ring format.
Pen manufacture utilises butt fusion and
electrofusion process and control.
A flexible yet robust and durable polyethylene
structure, built for challenging environments.
Both inner and outer rings are polystyrene
filled for added security.
A heavy duty moulded base unit.
Low maintenance design resistant to
saltwater corrosion.
Heavy gauge handrail pipe used to resist
deformation.
Incorporates a full slip resistant, modular
decking system compliant with current HSE
guidelines.
Pens have a low environmental visual impact.
A range of customisation possibilities and
accessories available upon request.
All pens supplied with an operator manual.

130 metres
41.4
52
1345

150 metres
47.7
60
1791

160 metres
50.9
64
2037

180 metres
57.3
72
2578

16.2 / 18.0

18.8 / 20.7

20.1 / 22.1

22.5 / 24.6

26.9 / 47.1

31.1 / 54.2

33.1 / 57.6

37.1 / 64.9

Pen Systems

The Triton 400 pen system has been developed to meet the demanding conditions found in open sea fish farming sites. With
the future trend of fish farming moving further offshore, these incredibly strong large-diameter pens provide the perfect
solution, safe for stock and safe for people.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pen circumference
80 metres
Pen diameter
25.5
No. of uprights
40
Volume per 1m of net depth (1m3)
796
Pen weight (ton)
7.7 / 9.3
2 rings / 3 rings
Gross pen buoyancy (ton)*
18.2 / 27.4
2 rings / 3 rings
*Calculations are for seawater conditions.

Manufactured utilising the security and safety of our proven three ring
system and can be configured as either 2 or 3 rings depending on site
location.
Pen manufacture uses butt fusion and electrofusion process and control.
A flexible yet robust and durable polyethylene structure, built for
challenging environments.
Both inner and outer rings are polystyrene filled for added security.
A heavy-duty moulded base unit.
Heavy gauge handrail pipe used to resist deformation.
Incorporates a full slip resistant, modular decking system compliant with
current HSE guidelines.
Pens have a low environmental visual impact.
Low maintenance design resistant to saltwater corrosion.
A range of customisation possibilities and accessories available upon
request.
All pens supplied with an operator manual.

90 metres
38.2
48
1146
8.8 / 10.9

100 metres
41.4
52
1345
9.8 / 12.1

120 metres
47.7
60
1791
11.7 / 14.5

150 metres
50.9
64
2037
14.6 / 18

20.5 / 30.7

22.6 / 34

27 / 40.5

33.6 / 50.4

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Pen Systems

Oceanflex 315

Aquaflex 250

Oceanflex 315 is the fish farm pen of choice for aquaculture
companies operating on a wide variety of marine sites. These
heavy-duty, all-polyethylene pens are built on the security and
safety of Fusion Marine’s proven three ring flotation system. The
Oceanflex 315 system is ideal for salmon, bass, bream, and a whole
other range of finfish species, and have been in very long term
service sites all over the world.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pen circumference
60 metres
Pen diameter
19.1
No. of uprights
24
Volume per 1m of net depth 287
(1m3)
Pen weight (ton)
3.4 / 4.5
2 rings / 3 rings
Pen reserve buoyancy
7.8 / 11.7
(ton)*
2 rings / 3 rings
*Calculations are for seawater conditions.
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Manufactured utilising the security and safety
of our proven three ring system.
Pen manufacture utilises butt fusion and
electrofusion process and control.
A flexible yet robust and durable polyethylene
structure, built for challenging environments.
A heavy-duty moulded base unit.
Both inner and outer rings are polystyrene
filled for added security.
Heavy gauge handrail pipe used to resist
deformation.
Incorporates a full slip resistant, modular
decking system compliant with current HSE
guidelines.
Pens have a low environmental visual impact.
Low maintenance design resistant to
saltwater corrosion.
A range of customisation possibilities and
accessories available upon request.
All pens supplied with operator manual.

70 metres
22.2
28
388

80 metres
25.5
32
510

90 metres
28.6
36
645

100 metres
31.8
40
796

120 metres
38.2
48
1146

160 metres
47.7
60
1791

4 / 5.3

4.6 / 6

5.2 / 6.7

5.8 / 7.5

6.9 / 8.9

8.6 / 11.1

9.1 / 13.6

10.3 / 15.5

11.6 / 17.4

12.8 / 19.3

15.3 / 23

19.1 / 28.7

Aquaculture Fish Pen Systems

The proven and highly successful Aquaflex 250 system covers pen sizes from 35-80m circumference and utilises 250mm
diameter flotation pipes. Incredibly robust and featuring a modular design, Aquaflex pens have been engineered to give
farmers peace of mind so they can concentrate on rearing quality fish. Aquaflex is the ideal system for inshore sea farms,
freshwater farms, pilot farms and for rearing juvenile stock.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pen circumference
Pen diameter
No. of uprights
Volume per 1m of net depth (1m3)
Pen weight (ton)
2 rings / 3 rings
Gross pen buoyancy (ton)*
2 rings / 3 rings
*Calculations are for seawater conditions.

Manufactured utilising the security and safety of our proven three ring
system.
Pen manufacture utilises butt fusion and electrofusion process and
control.
A flexible yet robust and durable polyethylene structure, built for
challenging environments.
Both inner and outer rings are polystyrene filled for added security.
A heavy-duty moulded base unit.
Low maintenance design resistant to saltwater corrosion.
Heavy gauge handrail pipe used to resist deformation.
Incorporates a full slip resistant, modular decking system compliant with
current HSE guidelines.
Pens have a low environmental visual impact.
A range of customisation possibilities and accessories available upon
request.
All pens are supplied with an operator’s manual.

35 metres
11.2
18
97
1.5 / 1.8

40 metres
12.7
20
127
1.5 / 1.9

50 metres
15.9
24
199
1.9 / 2.4

60 metres
19.1
32
287
2.5 / 3.1

70 metres
22
36
390
2.8 / 3.5

2.9/ 4.3

3.3 / 3.3

4.1 / 6.1

4.8 / 7.3

5.6 / 8.4

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

80 metres
25.5
40
509
4.0 (3 ring
only)
9.3 (3 ring
only)
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Pen Systems

Bird Net Support

Our heavy duty bird net support wheels offer several advantages
over conventional tripod bird net supports.

Sinker Tubes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The larger size helps to increase the surface
area supporting the top net thus reducing any
point loading.
Main flotation ring made from Ø180mm PE
pipe.
Minimal movement makes them ideal for
large diameter pens.
Utilises electrofusion process and control.
Modular design with the option to increase
circumference.
Polystyrene (EPS) infill through the base pipes
as standard
Electrofusion couplers used at all junction
points to construct the wheel
Optional central cross bar with rotary
spreader attachement point
Also available in 2m x 2m square form.
Customisation available upon request.

We offer a range of sinker tube options for both 2 and 3 ring pens utilising thick walled, durable polyethylene pipe with
options for either chain or wire cores. Sinker tubes are a heavy duty thick walled butt fused PE weighted ring suspended subsurface below the base of the main containment net and can be used for a variety of reasons.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Code
Diameter
Flotation pipe size
Number of uprights
Upright pipe size
Top ring pipe size
Height
Weight
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BNSW30 (30 metres)
9.6 metres
180mm
10
125mm
125mm
2.6 metres
180kg

BNSW42 (42 metres)
13.4 metres
180/250mm
14
180/180mm
125mm
3 metres
560/1300kg

Aquaculture Fish Pen Systems

Maximises the main containment net volume
in higher current/energy environments which
optimises stock holding capacity.
Enhances the structure and integrity of the
net ensuring convenient use of automated
net cleaning technology.
Allows better oxygen flow through nets.
Can be used with anti-predator netting.
Allows for use of smaller mesh nets enabling
the use of cleaner fish.
The sinker tube’s internal dead weight is
either large diameter wire rope or heavy duty
chain internally linked and weight per metre
tailored to meet specific site conditions.
Equidistant suspension points fitted to the
sinker tube include a 3 ton webbing sling
choked around the pipe connection to the
suspension line with a welded PE stopper
either side to hold in position.
Flexible suspension lines are available in
either rope or chain.

For more detailed information visit our dedicated Aquaculture website.

www.gaelforceaquaculture.com

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Our expertise in the design and manufacture of a
highly durable range of feeding barges has enabled
us to successfully deliver almost 100 to the global
aquaculture market. As designer and builder we are totally
flexible in our approach to customer requirements and on
every occasion we utilise our experience and knowledge to
meet new needs and fully satisfy growing trends in feeding.
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Feed Barges
Robustly built to last in
hostile environments
Our reputation for building ruggedly engineered
low whole-life cost feed barges is well established.
Comprising a full range of concrete and steel models
across varying feed capacities from 80T up to 750T,
we are proud of our ability to consider the individual
requirements of each of our customers when selecting
feeding barges for their next site installation - whether that
be at a basic level or with high end specification in mind.
Feed barges are delivered fully fitted out with SeaFeed
feed systems, hoppers, generators, tankage, ensiler and
compressors as required and all electrics in addition to
operational and fully customisable living accommodation.

Highest standards of quality
We pride ourselves in maintaining the highest
standards of quality, as well as embracing
continuous improvement. This begins from
rigorous quality checks throughout the
manufacturing process and continues to final
checks post on-site installation. Customer
liaison is maintained to ensure designs can
continue to be enhanced, to meet the complex
and developing needs of our customers. Our
in-house approach to design and manufacture,
combined with use of analysis software allows
us to maintain close control from inception to
manufacture ensuring quality is maintained and
customers exacting standards are met.
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Designed for purpose

Manufactured in-house

Comfort on board

Our barges are designed to
deliver low whole-life costs to the
operator and are totally focused
on their functional purpose.
Rugged marine design and
inherent stability provide a long
low maintenance service life.

We build our barges in-house
at our own quayside shipyards
in Scotland and in partnership
with trusted contractors globally
meaning our customers can
be assured that we control the
manufacturing process at every
step of the way.

Our barges can be built
with customer specified
accommodation options
including underfloor heating, air
conditioning, showers, galleys,
de-salinators, living and sleeping
accommodation with gym, sauna
and leisure facilities.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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SeaMate 400T/450T

SeaMate 300T/350T

The SeaMate 400T/450T Concrete Feed Barge is designed precisely with hostile marine conditions in mind. Using specially
chosen materials and specifications, this feed barge is prepared for a long life in high energy settings with very minimal
maintenance required – the ideal stable working platform for fish farm operatives.

The SeaMate 300T/350T is renowned for being highly durable in the rugged marine environment, has excellent seakeeping
abilities and requires very low maintenance.

•
•

•
•
•
•
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The concrete structure design life is taken to be 40 years in
accordance with BS8007.
Delivered fully fitted out with SeaFeed offshore feed system,
feed hoppers, generators, tankage, ensiler and compressors
as required and all electrics in addition to operational and
living accomodation.
Wide staircases and ample room offer users plenty of space
to easily move around and gain access to plant equipment
The barge can be tailored to customer needs with an
extensive list of modern accommodation options including
underfloor heating, showers, custom kitchens and furniture.
SeaMate 450T creates additional silo capacity by increasing
the dimensions of the silo fillers and reducing the internal
accommodation.
Ample space available for a comfortable lounge area where
relaxed seating, coffee tables and TV screens can be fitted.

Capacities
Feed capacity 400 tonnes
450 tonnes
Silos
6
6
Freshwater
Up to 4000
Up to 4000
litres
litres
Silage
Up to 25000
Up to 25000
litres
litres
Diesel
Up to 20000
Up to 20000
litres
litres
*Capacities can be customer specified
Dimensions
Plan
Bottom to main deck
Freeboard (light)
Freeboard (loaded)
Base slab
Outer walls

14 mtr x 14 mtr
7700 mm
3500 mm
1270 mm
400 mm
300 mm

Feed Barges

•
•

•
•
•
•

The concrete structure design life is taken to be 40 years in
accordance with BS8007.
Delivered fully fitted out with SeaFeed offshore feed system,
feed hoppers, generators, tankage, ensiler and compressors
as required and all electrics in addition to operational and
living accomodation.
Wide staircases and ample room offer users plenty of space
to easily move around and gain access to plant equipment
The barge can be tailored to customer needs with an
extensive list of modern accommodation options including
underfloor heating, showers, custom kitchens and furniture.
SeaMate 350T creates additional silo capacity by increasing
the dimensions of the silo fillers and reducing the internal
accommodation.
Ample space available for a comfortable lounge area where
relaxed seating, coffee tables and TV screens can be fitted.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

Capacities
Feed capacity 300 tonnes
Silos
4
Freshwater
Up to 4000
litres
Silage
Up to 25000
litres
Diesel
Up to 20000
litres

350 tonnes
4
Up to 4000
litres
Up to 25000
litres
Up to 20000
litres

*Capacities can be customer specified
Dimensions
Plan
Bottom to main deck
Freeboard (light)
Freeboard (loaded)
Base slab
Outer walls

14 mtr x 14 mtr
7700 mm
3530 mm
1760 mm
400 mm
300 mm
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SeaMate 200T/250T

SeaMate 150T

Available in 200T and 250T feed capacity, this SeaMate Concrete Feed Barge is perfect for small to medium sites in more
exposed fish farming environments.

The SeaMate 150T Concrete Feed Barge has excellent seakeeping abilities and requires very low maintenance. This feed
barge is ideal for smaller, more compact sites where there is less of a requirement for welfare facilities and accommodation.

•
•

•
•
•
•
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Concrete structure design life is taken to be 40 years in
accordance with BS8007.
Delivered fully fitted out with SeaFeed offshore feed system,
feed hoppers, generators, tankage, ensiler and compressors as
required and all electrics in addition to operational and welfare
facilities.
The barge can be tailored to customer needs with an extensive
list of modern accommodation options including underfloor
heating, showers, custom kitchens and furniture.
The 250T option is built with larger silo fillers and can have a
central room added to increase accommodation.
Ample space for a comfortable lounge area where couches,
coffee table and television screens can be fitted.
Full documentation package supplied with the barge including
service manuals, instructions, test certs and layout drawings.

Standard capacities
Feed capacity
200 tonnes
250 tonnes
Number of silos 4
4
Freshwater
Up to 2000
Up to 2000
litres
litres
Silage
Up to 15000
Up to 15000
litres
litres
Diesel
Up to 10000
Up to 10000
litres
litres
*Capacities can be customer specified
Dimensions
Plan
Bottom to main deck
Freeboard (light)
Freeboard (loaded)
Base slab
Outer walls

14 mtr x 10.5 mtr
6400mm
2510 mm
1120 mm
400 mm
300 mm

Feed Barges

•
•
•
•
•

Concrete structure design life is taken to be 40 years in
accordance with BS8007.
Delivered fully fitted out with the highly reliable SeaFeed
offshore feed system, feed hoppers, generators, tankage and
compressors as required and all electrics.
All materials used in the construction of the SeaMate 150T
are specially selected for their suitability for use in the hostile
marine environment in which a SeaMate will operate.
Wheelhouse offers views out across the farm site.
The ofﬁce area within the wheelhouse contains the feeding
system computers, VHF radio, and isolator for all round white
light, bilge alarm and sounder.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

Standard capacities
Feed capacity
150 tonnes
Number of silos
4
Freshwater
Up to 2000 litres
Diesel
Up to 10000 litres
*Capacities can be customer specified
Dimensions
Plan
Bottom to main deck
Freeboard (light)
Freeboard (loaded)
Base slab
Outer walls

14 mtr x 10.5 mtr
6400 mm
2870 mm
1765 mm
400 mm
300 mm
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Flexible process space

SeaFarm 450T to 750T

There is a dedicated high volume space created
on the barge to allow for the integration of other
site operations including fish health treatments,
fresh water production and storage, and mort
processing.

Our SeaFarm range of steel barges are designed to be utilised in large, remote or high energy sites where a steel barge is
preferred. They have been designed as such with flexible space, good seakeeping and safe, secure operation along with
uniquely weather protected selector valves all in a low cost, high volume package. SeaFeed Steel Barges are the result of
many years of barge building, utilising our experience of almost 100 SeaMate and SeaCap barge builds and deliveries to
multiple countries.

•
•
•

•

•
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Storage capacity in the SeaFeed barge is extensive and allows for a high
volume of additional functional dry storage with dedicated load on load out
platform aft.
Tankage and impact protective void space is integral to the barge design
and provides large volume storage tanks for fuel, water and ensiled waste.
Good seakeeping characteristics are achieved by capturing the sleek and
shapely design of modern ships with tapered bow and stern, while the
operational needs of a remote or high energy site are intelligently provided
for.
Protection and safe access to selectors are integral to the design of
the barge with SeaFeed selectors protected from the weather behind a
bulkhead minimising impact of weather through lost or broken feed pipes
and allowing safe all round for maintenance.
In keeping with Gael Force tradition, the designs of the barges can be
flexible to accommodate the farm’s requirements, built in accordance
with DNV, and designed to operate in the most exposed sites.

SeaQureFarm Integration
SeaFarm 450T - 750T barges
have been designed to be an
integral part of our SeaQureFarm
integrated farm design.
SeaQureFarm delivers lower
production costs to the operator
through the integration of farm
processes which will include fish
health treatments, recovering
value from morts along with
integrated net hygiene systems

Feed Barges

Modular in design
The modular design of our SeaFarm steel feed
barge range creates significant efficiencies in
build costs across the range and maximises
SeaFarm
Barge with exploded modular design
barge750T
capacity.

Length
Breadth
Hull depth (to
main deck)
Load draft
Freeboard
midships
Silo capacity
useable
volume
Number of
silos
Total feed
capacity
Diesel
Freshwater
Silage
Sewage

450T
31.5 mtr
12.5 mtr
4.5 mtr

600T
35.5 mtr
12.5 mtr
4.5 mtr

750T
40 mtr
12.5 mtr
4.5 mtr

2.85 mtr
1.65 mtr

3 mtr
1.5 mtr

3.1 mtr
1.4 mtr

112 m3

112 m3

112 m3

6

8

10

450T

600T

750T

34T
12000 ltr
74 m3
5000 ltr

34T
12000 ltr
84 m3
5000 ltr

34T
12000 ltr
84 m3
5000 ltr

Forward view of SeaFarm barge featuring protected
inboard location of selectors

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

Safe and comfortable
Work facilities and arrangements are designed into
the layout of the barge with plant room aft and
accommodation and elevated 360 degree view
control room forward, providing views over the site
but also aft across the whole of the barge.
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SeaFeed 100T

SeaFeed 150T

SeaFeed 200T (low wheelhouse)

SeaFeed 300T (low wheelhouse)

SeaFeed 200T (high wheelhouse)

SeaFeed 300T (high wheelhouse)

SeaFeed 100T to 300T

Our SeaFeed range of steel barges are best suited to smaller, remote sites. They have been designed as such with flexibility
in space, good seakeeping and safe, secure operation along with uniquely weather protected selector valves all in a low cost
package. SeaFeed Steel Barges are the result of many years of experience in barge building at our very own engineering
facilities based in Scotland.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storage capacity in this SeaFeed steel barge range allows for a high
volume of additional functional dry storage.
Tankage and impact protective void space is integral to the barge design
and provides storage tanks for fuel, freshwater and grey water holding.
Good seakeeping characteristics are achieved by design, with shaped
bow section to allow the SeaFeed barge to look and act like a boat in
rougher seas.
With this compact barge design, you still have space to house all the
required plant yet still have ease of access for maintenance.
In keeping with Gael Force tradition, the designs of the barges can be
flexible to accommodate the farm’s requirements, built in accordance
with DNV.
Comes complete with highly innovative SeaFeed Feeding System.
Modular design allows flexibility in volumes of feed storage.

Wheelhouse options
With such a versatile design,
the wheelhouse space can be
designed to accomodate the
highest level of specification
making this a comfortable barge
to operate daily.

SeaFeed 100T
16 mtr
8.6 mtr
3.15 mtr
2 mtr
4 x 25T silos
100T

Length
Breadth
Depth
Draft
Silos
Total feed
capacity
Diesel
10000 litres
Freshwater 1000 litres
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SeaFeed 150T
18.1 mtr
8.6 mtr
3.15 mtr
2 mtr
4 x 37T silos
150T

SeaFeed 200T
20.69 mtr
10.5 mtr
3.4 mtr
2 mtr
4 x 50T silos
200T

SeaFeed 300T
23.75 mtr
10.5 mtr
3.4 mtr
2.2 mtr
6 x 50T silos
300T

10000 litres
1000 litres

10000 litres
2000 litres

10000 litre
2000 litres

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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SeaFarmBase 400T

SeaFarmBase is the latest addition to our range of barges, built in response to an increasing number of more remotely
operated farms and to enable staff to live-aboard with access to comfortable and modern recreational facilities. Flexible in
design, SeaFarmBase can be built to accommodate customer specific needs and built locally with licensed partners thus
offering an economical and cost-effective solution to remote farming and large volume sites.

•
•

•
•
•

Live-aboard barge measures 30 metres by 18 metres and can
accommodate up to 10 people living on site.
Separate from the living quarter of the barge is the working
quarter where all machinery is housed, and garage space/
storage rooms are available. On top is the elevated control
room with spacious open plan design for all the farm controls
and feeding system computers, plus ample meeting space and
day use welfare facilities.
Recreational facilities on the barge, such as gym and sauna
offers space for the farmers to relax after their shift.
Installed complete with the highly reliable SeaFeed Offshore
Feeding System.
Robustly built with concrete hull for long life and very minimal
maintenance.

Capacity
Feed capacity
Number of silos
Freshwater
Silage

400 tonnes
4
Up to 10000 litres
Up to 35000 litres

Diesel

Up to 35000 litres

Dimensions
Plan
Bottom to main deck
Freeboard (light)
Freeboard (loaded)
Base slab
Outer walls

30 mtr x 18 mtr
4800 mm
2300 mm
1490 mm
300 mm
250 mm

SeaCap Feed Barge
Our SeaCap Feed Barge is a circular reinforced concrete pontoon
which is specifically designed as a feeding unit. Measuring ten
Our SeaCap Feed Barge is a circular reinforced concrete pontoon which is
metres in diameter, it can be designed to hold between 80T and
specifically designed as a feeding unit. Measuring ten metres in diameter,
250T of feed depending on customer requirements.
it can be designed to hold between 80T and 250T of feed depending on
customer requirements.

•

•
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The vertical cylindrical shape coupled with the low centre of gravity of
the structure means that in rough seas the SeaCap rises and falls gently
with the waves, avoiding rolling and snatching which is associated with
conventional pontoon structures. fully fitted out with the highly reliable
SeaFeed offshore feed system.
Delivered fully fitted out with the highly reliable SeaFeed offshore feed
system.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Each element of our offshore feeding system has
been selected to reduce feed waste, save energy,
minimise maintenance and has operator and barge
safety at the heart of its design. It is a feed system that
puts farm managers and feed operatives firmly in control,
backed up by a state-of-the-art software system which
allows each farm to control and customise the way they feed
in accordance with individual feed plans.
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SeaFeed
Kind to feed, generous
to fish
The development of SeaFeed is a combined result of
working directly with, and listening to, the needs of fish
farm professionals and relying on our experience of
over 30 years of partnering with aquaculture producers.
SeaFeed is a feed system which puts control into the
hands of the farm manager, with bespoke software
allowing each farm to manage the way they feed and
in a way that suits them, their fish and the environment
they grow their fish in. Each component of the system
has been carefully selected to reduce feed waste, save
energy, minimise maintenance and ensure that it has
operator and barge safety at its heart. And although we
offer system training which will enable operators to have
confidence to be able to instinctively use the system
without difficulty, we take pride in always being available
to offer that additional assistance or service support
should it ever be required.

Minimises feed waste
Across all components of the SeaFeed Feed
System the minimisation of feed waste is
a focus. From gentle movement of feed in
the screw conveyer, our selection of delivery
pipe for minimising pellet breakage, and user
specific control of feed distribution via SeaFeed
Software - detailed thought and professional
expertise has gone into every point possible to
assist in reducing feed waste. When SeaFeed
is coupled with our automomous and intelligent
Pellet Detection system further improvements in
feed conversion ratio will be achieveable too.
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Safety at its heart

Intelligent feeding

Barge or shore-based

The safety of farm operatives
and feed barges in often
challenging marine conditions is
a priority. SeaFeed alleviates any
concerns about safety by having
a number of effective safety
features across the system to
help prevent entrapment and
accidents.

Our in-house technology team
regularly ensures that our
software is updated to meet the
demands of farmers without
the hassle of a mind-boggling
interface. That is why users find
SeaFeed so incredibly intuitive
and designed to get the job in
hand done; to feed fish efficiently.

Whether your needs are for a
new barge and feed system, a
shore based feed system or a
system upgrade or installation
on an existing barge we have full
confidence our SeaFeed Feed
System will be the right feed
system for you and your fish.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  www.gaelforcegroup.co.uk
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SeaFeed Software

Feed Selector

Our in-house technology team has developed the SeaFeed software to enable users to have the ability to control feed
distribution in a way that best suits the feeding characteristics of their livestock and their company feeding schedules,
monitor their environment and their stock production. Put simply, SeaFeed software allows each farm to control how they
feed in the way that suits them, their fish and the environment they grow their fish in. SeaFeed software provides a simple,
clear and intuitive customisable user interface with a complex and intelligent back end control system.

Our SeaFeed selector epitomises the sharp thinking our technology
team puts into the design of our products, based on the insight and
knowledge gained from our customers. Features to enhance farm
operator safety and the prevention of unwanted water ingress are
imporatant factors in the system design. The selector is designed to
suit high energy sites where reliability, safety and low maintenance are
critical to site performance and the successful growth of fish.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operator log in offers traceability of adjustments
and feed distribution.
Feed pattern logging allows efficient monitoring
of fish growth and also ease of operator training.
Browser based programming to enable simple
computer stability and reduce operator costs.
Simple, clear user interface screens contributes
to a welcome reduction in operator fatigue.
Overview screen with basic control functionality
to prevent accessing multiple screens during
camera monitoring.
Automatic indication of local daylight hours
allows you to plan with confidence.
Automatic mode alerts the user when daylight
constraints infringe on daily targets.
Simple feed rate calibration method.
Fully automatic data backups created.

Get in contact with us today for an online demonstration of our software.

•

•

Total
Accuracy
Proximity sensor
within the selector
unit ensures accurate
positioning of the
selector valve when
feeding.

•

•

As an extra layer of protection
against water ingress to the
feed barge or feeding platform,
selectors feature a watertight
“homing” position which the
seamless swan neck delivery pipe
defaults to when not feeding, or
when a pipe becomes detached.
To enhance accuracy and
precision of the selected outlet
from the selector valve, HTD belt
drives are used in the selector
valves which are available in
either 4 way or 8-way outlets.
NORD gear motor rated to IP66
on deck. Dust tight and protected
against heavy seas. Designed to
withstand conditions in a high
energy environment.
Robust pipe clamping design
offers easy access to feed pipes.

Safety at the heart of design
Safety switches on rotating equipment, including the selector, helps to
protect against entrapment of the user. The selector will automatically ‘cutout’ when a farm operative opens and lifts the selector cover.

technology@gaelforcegroup.com
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SeaFeed Offshore Feed System

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Rotary Valve
and Conveyer

Feed Blowers

Our engineering professionals have carefully designed
and assembled SeaFeed’s rotary valve and screw
conveyer comprised of the correct components to
ensure feed is treated gently during its journey through
the feed system - all while offering accurate feed
dispensing and calibration.

•
•

•
•
•
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Deep sluice box allows for more room for feed
pellets
Capacitive high level hopper sensor will know
when feed pellets have reached a certain high
level in the sluice box. This sensor is also
unaffected by dust accumulation.
Similar to the selector, safety switches are fitted
to the sluice box (pictured right).
Food grade fully welded flight on the feed
conveyer
Highly durable NORD gear motor

We offer a range of blowers that use low pressure, high volume technology to ensure the air flow rate remains at a suitable
level when promptly, yet gently, supplying feed to fish. Pellets are susceptible to damage and can be lost when being
conveyed from the feed barge to pens. As a result, the pressure of the air being delivered is absolutely critical.

Evolution blower

Aqua blower

Side channel blower

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Cleaning Station

•

Cleaning station on feed conveyer has integrated
pressure, temperature sensors and quick release
for swift and simple access.

SeaFeed Offshore Feed System

Low running costs - thanks to
the low energy consumption.
Compact - it has reduced
dimensions and limited overall
sizes. Several of these blowers
can be installed side by side to
reduce the space they require.
Simple inspection - all the
maintenance operations are
performed from the front with
the removal of the front panel
or panels and/or the opening
of the upper panel.

•
•
•

•

Improved efficiency - capable
of supplying high flow rates.
Low noise - noise levels below
80 dB(A) with sound enclosure.
Easy installation - fewer
components and easier to
install when space is short.
Long uptime - compact layout
with direct coupling offers
minimum maintenance and
long service life.
Modular and stackable design
- stackable to reduce space
constraints.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com

Volume flow up to 950 m3/hr
Compact design
Low weight
Energy-saving operation
Variable speed drive
20,000 operating hours
Pulsation-free
Virtually maintenance-free
Quiet - Modern sound
engineering: only half as loud
(78 db(A) versus 84 db(A))
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Containerised
Feed System

This SeaFeed Container Feed System contains all that
is needed to feed fish. It offers the perfect solution
for small sites or indeed for emergency use, with ease
of installation and ease of transportation. Inside the
container it is complete with a fully functional system
including, PC controls, compact and efficient side
channel blowers, PLC, screw conveyors and rotary valve
- all housed one unit. Access to the top of the container
to allow for the filling of feed is via a personnel ladder
and with full handrails around the perimeter and
non-slip paint, offers a safe working platform for the
operator.

Compactly designed
The SeaFeed feeding system is conveniently
placed within a shipping container allowing ease
of shipment via road transport and on offering
accessible solution for most sites. Designed to
allow the farmer to easily install a feed system on
site either on a raft or on shore, within a marine
or freshwater site the container system, can be
mounted in a location that suits the farmer and
requires no more than a power source to operate.
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Accessories

•
•
•
•
•

Ideal feeding solution for small sites or in an
emergency situation.
Easily transportable by road.
Can be installed on shore or on a raft.
Fully functional feeding system all housed inside
one container unit.
Requires no more than a power source to
operate.

Specifications
Length
Silos
Feeding Lines
Blowers
Screw Conveyers
Selectors

6.09 metres
2 x 6 tonne capacity ea
2 Line SeaFeed System
2 x 32.7kw, GBM8
Up to 4
2 x 8-way selectors

Feed Systems

Feed spreaders
Coming soon to the market is our brand new and highly innovative Feed
Spreader. The spreader is designed with an exciting new, market first feature
– a new bearing design that is not only tried and tested offering smooth
running and stability but also comes housed inside an easy-to-access
coupling which will allow for ongoing maintenance when required and all
while still in situ in the pen. The spreader has an adjustable distribution point
which can be intelligently aligned to feed types and pen sizes thus offering
a more varied spread to suit individual farm feeding styles. The float is a
rota moulded spar buoy design meaning the spreader will be offer far better
stability in the water than competing spreaders.

Feed pipe supply

Electrofusion fittings

Servicing

Through our supply chain
management service we are
a high volume, cost effective
source of feed pipe and can store
and deliver pipe to your farm as
per your system requirements in
large volume at short notice.

We hold a full and wide ranging
stock of electrofusion fittings,
including elbows, couplers and
tees all available from Gael
Force - a dedicated single source
supply of consumble equipment.

With well over 100 feed system
installations under our belt and
a fully trained team we have the
competence and ability among
our team of service engineers to
respond to maintenance or callouts in a timely manner.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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SeaFeed Pellet Detection

How does our pellet detection software work?
SeaFeed Pellet Detection has been fundamentally designed to automatically
and intelligently control the SeaFeed Feeding System. Utilising clear imagery
coming from the SeaSight 410 Camera, our highly skilled technology team
have configured next edge detection algorithms within the pellet detection
software which can then intelligently pinpoint feed pellets. To ensure
complete clarity in the detection of pellets the image is digitally enhanced
to overcome some of the light filtering effects of the seawater. During
detection in manual mode, if the number of pellets detected is higher than
the operator configurable “threshold” then the alert system is engaged, and
the pen screen is displayed with an orange outline border to visually indicate
to the user that the threshold is being surpassed. If no action is taken and
the number of pellets detected is still over the threshold then the system
changes the screen border to red. An audio alarm can be configured to draw
the operator’s attention when both orange and red indications are triggered.

SeaFeed Pellet Detection

We recognise that maintaining an optimum feeding schedule, minimising feed waste and caring for the environment, is
mission critical for feed operators. We have invested in the development of state-of-the-art pellet detection software which
will provide highly sought efficiency savings and enable increased productivity. SeaFeed Pellet Detection controls the
SeaFeed System in line with configurable parameters further minimising feed waste, increasing feed conversion ratios and
improving operator efficiency.

Automatic control of feeding
SeaFeed pellet detection software has full system
integration capability with SeaFeed Feed System
to provide automatic control of feeding. Supported
by configurable parameters set by the user, the
level of pellets detected during feeding will help
determine future feed plans. Feed managers can
also benefit from additional reporting derived from
system data in order to assist in future feed plans.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intuitive traffic light indication scheme can be
configured with audio alerts.
Automatic compensation of changing lighting
conditions means less operator intervention.
Visually highlighted pellets within the camera
image shown on screen.
Configurable threshold trigger levels.
A handful of parameters will optimise the
detection algorithms making it simple to
configure to the customer site.
Pellet path monitoring to advanced detection
accuracy in challenging conditions.
Provides rich data which will enable you to
analyse your current stocks’ appetite to develop
tomorrow’s feed plans.
Complete focus on all your pens, all of the time.

For an online demonstration get in contact via our dedicated aquaculture website.

www.gaelforceaquaculture.com
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SeaFeed Pellet Detection

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Camera Systems
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To have clear vision and understanding of what
customers want from their aquaculture camera
systems requires decades of experience and
knowledge, and our in-house technology team has just
that. In support of our customers, while our cameras are
among the most reliable on the market, we pride ourselves
on providing first-class levels of support and ongoing
maintenance both on and off-site with an excellent rate of
response to show for it.
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Camera Systems

SeaSight 410

The SeaSight 410 Underwater Camera is an extremely
robust yet versatile unit designed for long-term
deployment in exposed aquaculture sites. It offers a
360-degree continuous pan and tilt which means no
stops and no blind spots. It is also fitted with a simple
lens cleaning brush which will remove any build-up
of fouling or cleaner fish without having to pull up the
camera each time it needs to be cleaned.

SeaWinch

•

•
•

•
•
•

Specifications
Video system
Resolution
Total pixels
Pan / Tilt
Weight
Depth rating
Power supply
Connector
Depth sensor range / accuracy

PAL
530 TV lines
795 x 596
360° / 360°
7.5kg
110m
24 V dc
BH8MP
50m / 0.1m

High-quality video - “Colour and monochrome”
or “Monochrome only” cameras are available
with optical setup tuned for optimum image and
pellet identification.
Infrared mode - Our colour cameras drop into IR
(mono) mode at very low light levels offering a
highly flexible solution.
Optional on-board optical dissolved oxygen
sensor (pictured below) can be mounted under a
field-removable support plate meaning it can be
retrofitted to an existing camera or removed for
service without the camera leaving the site.
The camera has also been fitted with an
onboard depth sensor that is able to provide
depth which is accurate to 0.1m.
Data from all connected sensors is overlaid onto
the video image.
Used in conjunction with the SeaSight data
logger; temperature, oxygen and depth can be
recorded against time for analysis.

Oxygen sensor
mounted under
support plate

High Definition Camera coming in
2020! Follow updates online

gaelforcegroup.com
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Camera Systems

SeaWinch is a compact and robust solution for allowing
adjustment of the camera position, and to monitor other
areas of the pen. Manufactured from corrosion resistant
materials, the winch is designed and manufactured
specifically for the aquaculture industry, to work in
conjunction with the SeaSight camera system and is
remote controlled from PC/Laptop.

Specifications
8kg x 1Bm/min top wrap
16kg x 9m/min bottom wrap
60m x 1.5mm dia braided fibre line
60w, 230Vac
Weight- 7kg
Protection- IP68 x 1m

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The unit has multiple and custom mounting
solutions available to suit customer and pen
requirements, and is fitted with an integral brake
to prevent unwanted camera drop.
Compact and robust
Manufactured from corrosion resistant materials
Powerful 60W motor, 8kg x 18m/min
IP68 rated
Adjustable tension limiter
Integral brake to prevent unwanted camera drop
Supplied with 60m of braided fibre line

Double winch coming in 2020!
Follow updates online

gaelforcegroup.com
For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Camera Systems

SeaSight Range

Our SeaSight camera systems extend
beyond our type 410 camera to cover
a range of requirements for feed
monitoring and site surveillance
around pens and barges. Each
camera we manufacture is made with
consideration for the harsh marine
environments they will be operating in.
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Dome Network Camera
High performance full HD dome
network camera is armed with
a 30x optical zoom lens. The
camera is commonly mounted
on the barge and is able to
capture fine details at top-notch
quality and smooth video quality
with resolutions of up to 60 fps
at 1920 x 1080. This camera
can cope effortlessly with the
challenging lighting conditions
faced in 24/7 surveillance.

SeaSight 101 Surface Camera

SeaSight 216 Look-up Camera

Monitor surface activity around pens or on feed
barges. Keeps watch for uninvited predators or
as a safety camera monitoring lone workers.
Compact, robustly made with a tough shell rated to
IP67 - perfect for sea sites and wet environments.

Fixed, underwater video camera with infra-red
LED illumination suitable for feed monitoring or
for transport tanks. In zero light conditions such
as live fish transport the compact and rugged
design is a perfect fit for these simple low cost
installations

Camera Systems

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Underwater Lighting
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Our remarkably small yet robust underwater LED
lights have been designed with the focus of providing
a quality, bright solution for use in either hatchery or sea
environment while delivering significant cost savings in
comparison to conventional lighting - all while ensuring that
salmon continue to grow successfully in natural low
light conditions.
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SeaLight Underwater LED

SeaLight

SeaLight LED underwater aquaculture lamp system combines a high output and long life in a compact, energy saving
package. With up to a 72% energy saving and a life expectancy of 70,000 hours; fuel/power consumption is reduced and
downtime is minimal, saving you money while also being great for the environment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each lamp uses just 240W of power but produces the
equivalent of a 1Kw conventional metal halide lamp
Great for the environment with savings of up to 72% on either
electricity or fuel compared to conventional lamps
0-100% dimmable and 14 times longer lifespan than
conventional lights
Each pen or tank can be independently controlled, allowing
dimming and brightening to be set out of normal hours
Up to four lights can be controlled and are dimmable from one
control box.
Incredibly simple installation
Less energy use means it is better for the environment than
conventional lighting

0 - 240v Watt Adjustable

Colour temperature

4000K

Light output

28360 lumen

Life expectancy

70000 hours

Diameter

120mm

Height

110mm

Weight

1.5kg anodised LED
4.5kg stainless steel LED
Input: 110-240Vac
Output: 1-4 lamps 60Vdc, 4A
PF=0.99

System power supply
Power factor correction

Complete control
Up to four lights can be controlled from one
control box with the ability to control dimming
and brightening on each light from 0-100%.

LED Options
SeaLight is available in two types
- anodised and stainless steel.
Different coloured lighting options
are also available including blue LED
and normal LED lighting.

SeaLight LEDs are manufactured in-house
in Scotland at our marine technology
facilities using the skills of our highly
experienced and professional engineers.
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Specifications
Power

Underwater Lighting

Discover more about our marine
technology by visiting our
aquaculture website.

gaelforceaquaculture.
com

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Acoustic Seal Deterrents
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Round-the-clock safe protection of your livestock from
opportunistic predators is critical. Our new generation of
SeaGuard has been carefully developed to harmlessly but
effectively deter predators from making attacks on fish livestock,
while providing a complete suite of performance monitoring and
data recording functions, and cetacean friendly features.
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Acoustic Seal Deterrents

Specifications
Input voltage

- 24Vdc
- 240Vac required for charging

Connections

SeaGuard Acoustic Deterrent
Cetacean friendly

The SeaGuard 2-Channel Acoustic Seal Deterrent System is a proven ‘must have’ for fish farms experiencing difficulty with
unwanted predators. The SeaGuard does not use sound alone to deter and maintain deterrence of seals and other predators,
it uses physiological techniques rather than psychological ‘scaring’. This creates an acoustic barrier or guard around each
pen and the site to safely and promptly deter seals.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Proven 10khz output using Airmar acoustic projectors.
Cetacean friendly “soft start” feature.
Simple and reliable system design – two projectors per
controller meaning no cables between pens.
Projector status monitoring including projector detection,
short & open circuit
Battery status monitoring with high-reliability digital signal
processing.
Onboard data logging & wireless link to barge/shore.
Custom user software on barge/shore computer with data
logging.
Customisable firing duration and soft start with remote
access from Gael Force personnel.
Space-efficient design for low mechanical & wind loading on
pens.
Optimised projector output and up to 3 times sound energy
per site compared to our older six channel system
Barge/shore powered with battery backup - various capacity
options with built in battery protection circuitry.
IP68 (3m) rated enclosure.

We understand the need to ensure that our
acoustic deterrents do not cause unnecessary
harm to cetaceans. Therefore, SeaGuard includes
a whale and dolphin friendly ‘soft-start’ function
- an extremely beneficial operation that gives
mammals the opportunity to evacuate the area
prior to the unit ramping up to full power.

- 24Vdc power input
- 2 x SeaGuard projector outputs
- SeaGuard COMMS output
Average current - On Low Power mode: 0.8A (Approx.)
draw
- When Firing: 2.6A (Approx.)
Effective R=range - 40 metre radius
- Full 360 degree guard (omni-directional)
Projector cable
Polyurethane Jacket
Projector cable
Made to measure for specific sites
length
Battery coverage - 48 hours
- Internal PCB battery for datalogging
** Alternative battery packs available
Antenna range
- 15+ km (directional)
- 150 mbps

Ease of maintenance

Data Logging System

SeaGuard has been designed
with simplicity in mind and with
an emphasis on reliability. With
just two projectors per controller
on a pen, this means there are
no unnecessary cables running
between pens. This reduces the
likelihood of damage to cables and
provides ease of maintenance,
which increases system reliability
and livestock protection.

Acoustic Seal Deterrents

Full data logging and remote system
controllable parameters come as standard with
SeaGuard. With dedicated software you can
audit the full history as well as receive alerts
of any malfunctions or reduced performance.
Each SeaGuard can be serviced with ease by
dialling in, reducing service time and costs.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Supply Chain
Management
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With the day to day operational management of
fish husbandry and harvest targets the priority, farm
operators need a supportive and efficient service in
equipment and aquaculture consumables supplies. We
provide a single source supply service of a full range of
regularly used items supplemented by a fast source service
on non-stocked items, simultaneously saving producers time
and money while allowing farmers to focus on their fish.
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Supply Chain Management

Consumables Supply
A truly dedicated supply
With over 35 years of involvement in sourcing product for
marine industries, we know our way around the global
supply market and have formed trusted partnerships
with our approved supplier base. Through focused
supplier management, our dedicated large supply chain
management team know where to go and who to go to in
sourcing product which is fit for purpose and offers value
for money. This can be on a one-off basis or establishing
and negotiating for a new regular stock line. Additionally,
we maintain a running check on products and prices
on established supply lines to ensure pricing remains
competitive and on track with market and currency
movements.

Experienced demand forecasting
Our stock control system provides us with clear
visibility on historic demand to identify and flag
up trends. Live updates on projected demand
enables us to maintain stock levels by month to
minimise stock-outs and optimise ‘required-by’
dates. In total, we manage in excess of 40,000
SKUs and we can provide a tailored product
range covering both farm site and processing
facility consumable product demand.
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Supply Chain Management

Your Delivery Service

Trade Website

Large Warehouse

We can reach any point on the
Scottish mainland coast within
24 hours and to the islands
within 48 hours using a mix
of our own delivery vehicles
and national and local carriers.
We know and understand the
requirements for bio-security on
sites and as such we are able to
equip each delivery vehicle with
disinfecting equipment.

Our trade website offers users
a best-in-class e-commerce
experience, providing access to
a tailor-made product catalogue
and detailed pricelist specific
to your needs. A swift and
smooth shopping experience for
aquaculture supplies is bolstered
by intelligent search facility, stock
indicators, order tracking and
history, plus much more.

Our Inverness warehouse is
the central warehouse facility
for the company extending to
400,000 cubic feet of covered
storage with 75,000 square feet
of open yard storage for heavy
mooring and marine equipment.
In Glasgow we have 125,000
cubic feet of covered storage and
4000 square feet of secure yard
compound.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Consumable Supplies

Hoses and feed pipes
We are adept in sourcing the right quality of
compressor hose, suction/delivery hose, and
HDPE pipe for fish farming operations. Our lengthy
relationships with many different carriers across
the UK means we are in a position to deliver large
coil items of hose and pipe to the most remote
areas of Scotland.

Consumable Supplies

As a marine equipment supplier, we are uniquely placed in Scotland to provide the right quality of consumable products that
are essential to help keep a fish farm operating smoothly. However, our service of supplying product direct to site is more
than just delivery service. It is the added value of having a motivated and experienced in-house team that can source the
correct quality items promptly and act as your outsourced supply chain management service which will enable you more
time to worry about the things that really matter - caring for the health and wellbeing of your fish.

•

Our stocked range of aquaculture supplies
includes; janitorial supplies, protective workwear,
oilskins, coveralls, gloves, boots, safety
equipment, pipework and pipe connectors,
manual and electric pumps, marine vhf radios
and electronics, batteries and cabling, outboard
engines, maintenance products and paint, hand
and power tools, rope and cordage, anchors,
chain and buoys, general marine hardware and a
wide selection of site consumables.

Not only do we supply the best quality and widest range of PPE products
from very reputable brands known for their quality but we can assist with
corporate branded site clothing, visitor gear and office wear for site and
company employees - from head-to-toe.

Safety Equipment
Our range of safety equipment covers lifesaving
gear including lifejackets, safety lines, harnesses,
safety signs and more. We are very well connected
with the most popular manufacturers of sea safety
products and take great care in selecting the
toughest product for demanding conditions.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Supply Chain Management

Ropes

Engines

Tools & Hardware

Our long established and
close connection with rope
manufacturers means we have a
regular stock rotation of the most
reliable ropes, such as Seasteel
and SeaQureLine, available from
stock at all times.

As Honda and Suzuki service
agents we have the in-house
knowledge to advise our
customers on engine purchases
and have the facilities to conduct
regular servicing as required.

We source and stock a full range
of tools and hardware from the
smallest nuts, bolts and hand
tools up to large drills, portable
generators and water pumps.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Pontoons
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Originally designed as a service pontoon for harsh
aquaculture environments, this versatile tough pontoon
has grown to serve many applications. By utilising
specially developed butt fusion, electrofusion process and
control techniques, its all-polyethylene construction means
there is minimal use of metal in the SeaHaven Aqua Pontoon.
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Pontoons

SeaHaven Aqua Pontoon

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
Although the SeaHaven Aqua Pontoon was primarly
designed for fish farming operations the pontoon is
also ideal for a wide variety of business and leisure
applications and have the capability to transform a
shore location. By utilising specially developed butt
fusion, electrofusion process and control techniques, its
all-polyethylene construction means there is minimal
use of metal work in the SeaHaven Aqua Pontoon.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pontoon size
315
PE flotation pipe
4 x 315mm dia.
6 x 315mm dia.
Gross buoyancy per metre* 320 kgs
480 kgs
Length
No limitation to overall length
Deck width
1950mm
Overall width
2200mm
Freeboard
250mm
Handrail
Fixed PE/Rope/None
Hammerhead
Optional/Sizes available upon request
*Calculations for seawater conditions

Incredibly tough all-plastic construction
Versatile and effective central service working
platform
Specifically designed to meet individual
customer requirements
Simple and quick movement of stock and pen
during operation
Useful holding platform for fish transfer/feed
lines and other small equipment
Mooring points for small tender craft

450
4 x 450mm dia.
650 kgs

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

4 or 6 x Ø315mm or Ø450mm thick walled
polyethylene flotation pipe.
Heavy-duty PE base unit.
Electrofusion stops used to minimise base
movement.
Ø315mm or Ø450mm pontoon support
beam designed to sit on top of flotation
pipes to create means for a walkway.
Ø50mm retainer pipe used to secure
pontoon beams to base units utilising
electrofusion process and control.
Slip resistance recycled plastic decking.
Slip-resistant deck cover.
Ø125mm PE handrail upright.
Ø28mm rope or Ø125mm sturdy PE
handrail.
Stainless steel stanchion support.
6 x 2m pontoon hammerhead.
Stainless steel mooring cleat.
4.3m/5 Tonne red mooring strop.

6 x 450mm dia.
975 kgs

2970mm
3020mm
450mm

For more detailed information about this pontoon visit our website at

www.gaelforceaquaculture.com
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Pontoons

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Workboat Repairs

Workboat Repairs
Building quality
Since 1992, our Gael Force Boatbuilding company has
specialised in the construction, repair and modification
of a variety of sizes and styles of workboats and landing
craft. These vessels have been the workhorses of the fish
farm industry during the past thirty-plus years and we
have been involved in the development of these craft for
use as mussel harvesters, mooring laying, net retrieval,
feed distribution, and have fitted a huge variety of cranes,
winches, pumps and associated hydraulic equipment. We
provide our boatbuilding and repair services from our yard
near Fort William, in Scotland. Situated adjacent to the
entrance to the Caledonian Canal, we are ideally placed
to serve both the west and east coasts of Scotland. Our
two slipways can cater for vessels up to 200 tons and our
undercover boatshed can accommodate vessels up to 35
metres in length.

An experienced workforce
Our workforce is skilled and experienced in the
provision of a number of marine related services
including; fabrication, engineering, welding,
painting, electrics, hydraulics, wet blasting, and
we can build and repair in GRP, steel, aluminium
and wood.
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Workboat Repairs

Industry standards

Our facilities

We are familiar with industry
standards and regularly work
closely with the MCA and Lloyds
undertaking repair works to hull
structures and maintenance
of ancillary equipment such as
pumps, winches, deck cranes,
hydraulic installations and
lifesaving apparatus.

Over the past twenty five years
we have improved and developed
our facilities in order to offer
an efficient and competitive
service, despite the relatively
harsh environment to be found
on the west coast of Scotland.
We continue to upgrade our plant
and equipment and maintain
our facilities to the highest
operational and safety standards.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Mussel Farming

Mussel Farming
Offshore Mussel Float
The Offshore Mussel Float is a highly durable polyethylene
float that has been developed for mussel farming
operations in high energy offshore environments. Its
modular construction and simple operation design
features make it the ideal choice of float for the offshore
mussel farmer when used in vertical axis systems.
Advanced butt fusion process and control techniques
are used in the manufacturing process.

Specialist manufacturing process
The PE floats are made from robust and durable
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), which is ideal
for the demanding conditions found in offshore
aquaculture. Featuring two unique injection
moulded end-caps, the floats are manufactured
using specialist butt fusion process and control
techniques.
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Mussel Farming

Convenient to transport

Strength in connection

Owing to the compact nature of
the mussel float, transportation
of multiple floats on one lorry
is very convenient and cost
effective with up to 180 x 2 metre
floats being able to fit onto a
single 40ft artic lorry.

Pressure injection mouldedend cap ensures strong rope
connection points and consistent
12mm wall thickness. Our
specially machined PE pin design
for fastener arrangement safely
secures floats to mussel lines.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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SeaQureFarm

SeaQureLift
Winch
Systems

SeaGuard
Acoustic
Deterrents

SeaSpine

SeaSight
Cameras

SeaQureFarm

SeaLight

Farm of the future
Our SeaQureFarm concept has been developed to enable
our new SeaQurePen and all other Gael Force equipment
and technology to be linked together to deliver lower
cost per kilo of production and a lower environmental
footprint for a given production. A core aspect of the
design concept is modularity, allowing all discreet parts
of the system to be used independently. This means
that customers can either install a complete turnkey
SeaQureFarm from the outset or gradually build up the
system and add to existing farms too.
SeaQureFarm will achieve lower cost of production by:
• Reducing medicinal and non-medicinal treatment of
sea lice and promoting gill health through the use of
SeaQureFarm integrated fresh water feed barge swimthroughs for fish
• Recovering, and capturing value from natural mortalities
through barge-based processing
• Improving fish health and lowering net cleaning costs
through the use of a SeaQurePen integrated net hygiene
system
• Enabling economies of scale through design
• Moving to partial capture and recovery of faecal matter
through new containment design
• Integrated protective air curtain systems

Pellet
Detection

SeaQurePen

SeaFeed
Feed
System

Net
Hygiene
System

SeaFarm
Feed
Barge

Lower environmental footprint
Within SeaQureFarm we aim to capture wasted
energy to make fresh water and capture heat
for pre-heating treatment water. We will adopt
energy efficient and low carbon consumption
processes and principles into the design.
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SeaQureMoor

Mort
Recovery

SeaQureFarm - Farm of the future

Recovering mort value

Fish health and welfare

Larger biomass

Swift removal of natural
mortalities from pens, taking
them straight back to the barge
for processing, enabling the farm
to capture value.

With a large holding capacity
of freshwater within our larger
barges and using passive pumps,
we can create a swim-through
freshwater treatment system on
site.

We are developing SeaQureFarm
to be capable of operating in
higher energy sites at sizes
greater than those currently
available, supporting biomass of
6,000 tonnes or greater per site.

For more information  +44 (0) 1463 229400 or  gaelforcegroup.com
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Locations

Locations
Inverness

Forres

Oban

 +44 (0)1463 229400
 sales@gaelforcegroup.
com

 +44 (0)1309 678270
 technology@
gaelforcegroup.com

 +44 (0)1463 567199
 fusionenquiries@
gaelforcegroup.com

Gael Force Group
Head Office
136 Anderson Street
Inverness, IV3 8DH
Scotland.

Gael Force Marine Technology
The Enterprise Park
Forres, IV36 2AB
Scotland.

Gael Force Fusion
European Marine Science Park
Suite 5, Malin House, Dunbeg
By Oban, PA37 1SZ
Scotland.

Fort William

Glasgow

Grand Falls-Windsor

 +44 (0)1397 772861
 boatbuilding@
gaelforcegroup.com

 +44 (0)141 941 1211
 sales@gaelforcegroup.
com

 +1 (709) 489 1112
 anthony.balmer
gaelforcegroup.com

Gael Force Boatbuilding
Corpach, The Slipway,
Fort William, PH33 7NB
Scotland.

Gael Force Marine Centre
16-18 Earl Haig Road
Hillington Industrial Estate
Glasgow, G52 4JU
Scotland.

Gael Force Canada Ltd
1 Maloney Street
Grand Falls Windsor
Newfoundland and Labrador
A2A 2P8, Canada.

Non-aquaculture locations
Stornoway

Plymouth

 +44 (0)1851 705540
 sales@gaelforcegroup.com

 +44 (0)1752 204731
 sales@gaelforcegroup.com
Commercial Fishing Centre, Units 13/14
The Fish Quay, Sutton Harbour, Plymouth
United Kingdom, PL4 0LH

Gael Force Creel Factory
Island Road, Stornoway, Scotland, HS1 2RD
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